Abstract-Electromagnetic imaging of damaged uniaxially anisotropic composite materials certainly remains a challenging task yet it is in need for whatever concerns quality, viability, safety and availability of systems involving manufactured composite parts, e.g., in aeronautics and in automotive industry.
II. MODELING AND IMAGING AT A GLANCE
A. About large-scale and small-scale models of composites It is easy to observe that most of the artificial materials in use in either recent realizations in the aeronautic industry (concerning both civil and military airplanes marketed already) or in recent developments in the automotive industry (mostly at concept-car level so far) that are really accessible to microwave imaging are fibrous composites, once noticed that many other cases are of interest as well, paintings, covers, etc.
Refer to [1] as an excellent source, and a rather replete one, and in view of testing of carbon-fiber-reinforced structures to the exhaustive and promising analysis in [2] . (Fourier) bases could be introduced, the ambiguous part being projected on those found pertinent ones (expectedly low frequency), e.g., [10] , and applying this indeed smart approach in the present situation is under investigation, since one of the burdens of standard SOM is computational costs.
Tough questions, e.g., [11] , about spectra of integral operators and choice/effect of regularizers lie beyond. Besides, in case of even weakly lossy materials, the so-called contraction integral methods that can be dated back to [12] and quite popular in geo-electromagnetics since the 2000' s for modeling and imaging as well (as a recent example among many, [13] ) offer us the opportunity to change the integral formulation to get a better-behaved one, now prone to simple solution expansions (Neumann-type and others), and most of it, possibly amenable to faster and more robust imaging using proper first terms of such "linearizing" expansions via transformed integral operators and field and contrast re scalings; refer to a contribution on a standard 2-D scattering case [14] , the generalization/implementation of which in the 3-D anisotropic case would be noteworthy achievement.
Support-indicator methods are also in that line of action:
MUSIC-type algorithms [15] [16] [17] [18] One will not dwell further on those CS (in a Bayesian framework) approaches, and concentrate upon SOM and MUSIC methods, once noticed that strong linkage between MUSIC (which implicitly relies on sparsity) and CS (that uses it in full) is investigated in [25] , and that works on L1-norm minimization approaches are increasingly carried out for non linear inversion, possibly first via identification of supports before accessing to the material parameters themselves, e.g., for zero-frequency Electrical Impedance Tomography [26] [27] and microwave imaging [28] . and is sampled at 20 x 20 x 6 points, accordingly. 
